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The ordering is observed for surface densities 1.5 10 <n < 8.10 cm at tempe
ratures 0.3 < T < 0.8K by monitoring the response to a 25 MHz in plane electric field 
polarized parallel to its wave vector. Ordering influences this susceptibility by the 
shift in frequency of the plasmon modes as the electrons correlate and so self-trap 
into the surface deformation they impose on the helium. This experiment is sensitive 
to the optical mode of the coupled systems (electron and surface deformation move in 
antiphase), whereas the first observation of ordering by Grimes and Adamsl3] was 
based on the appearance of the acoustical modes (electron + deformation move in phase). 

'••••' 1 8 ± 0 2 
Our results for the ordering temperatures can be expressed by n c ~ T c " * , or, 

if one fits the results to T -(itn )l/2/T , T «118 ± 10. It seems that the optical 
modes establish themselves before the acoustic modes. 



We report biiefly two experiments on the 
2-dimensional system of electrons held onto the 
vapour side of the liquid-vapour interface of 
helium. The first is a particularly simple and 
convenient method for measuring the melting 
point. The second measures directly the trans
verse optical mode frequency. 

This system is classical (non "Wigner") 
where the relevant scaling parameter 

r-lEL_£_ (1) 
measures the ratio of correlation to thermal 
energy (both * degeneracy temperature nH /2m ; 
n is areal number density, T the temperature in 
energy units). 

The first experiment(I)detects an anomaly 
in the longitudinal radio frequency electric 
susceptibility x (w,kx) for UI/2TT » 25 MHz, 
k « 1 era"1, 10 8 < n < 109 cm"2 and 300 <T <900nK. 
From the position (nc, T c) of this anomaly one 
deduces the values of T 3 T c at which the elec
trons undergo a phase change. 

For electrons constrained to move on a 
plane non-deformable surface, no change is ex
pected in the long wavelength longitudinal exci
tation spectrum for constant density. The helium 
surface, howevrr, can be deformed by the pressu
re of the electrons. ShikinU] pointed this out 
for a single electron and showed that the ener
gy gained E » a few mK ; such an electron + dimple 
deformation would not be bound at our experimen
tal temperatures. But for an assembly of N 
strongly correlated electrons, the total binding 
energy to an ensemble of dimples is N£ which 
must be compared with the thermal energy T of 
the centre of mass motion ; when Ne > T there 
is stability of electrons + dimples. To detect 
the onset of this stability is to detect corre
lation amongst the electrons. 

As Fisher et al[2] pointed out, the dyna
mics of the bound system must take into account 
the relative motions of the electrons and the 
surface deformation. For n •*• 0, this results in 
the appearance of optical and acoustical bran
ches for both longitudinal and transverse exci
tations ; as fa>a increases, there is decoupling 
and the excitations revert to separate ripplon 
and electron motions. 

The appearance of the acoustical modes was 
detected by Grimes and Adams[3] and constituted 
the first experimental evidence of correlation 
in the electrons. 

Here we detect instead the behaviour of 
the optical branch. 

Figure (1) illustrates the low kexcitation 
spectrum for n » 5 10®cm~2. The (w,k) point 
encircled situates the measurement of experi
ment I. x a t this point is sensitive to the 
change in the excitation spectrum because of 
damping (broadening out of the dispersion curves). 
The absorptive component of Xxx(o),kx) for 
k » ] cm"' takes on the forms of figure (2) 
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pho.scs. The acoustic !?.odc is usually too veak 
and narrow to contribute and the experiment de
tects the appearance of the longitudinal optical 
mode (a "local" vibration of an electron in its 
dimple). 

The experimental arrangement, shown on 
figure (3), is essentially an L-C circuit matched 
at resonance to th? transmission line of a re
flexion mode 25Mr'z R-F spectrometer. The radial 
fringing fields of the circular parallel plate 
condenser excite the longitudinal modes. The DC 
potentials control the electron density ; usually 
the cell is operated at "saturation" condition 
where E « 0 above and E * 4 Tt n e below the electro
nic pancake. An experimental curve of the absorp
tive response of the spectrometervs temperature 
(W/2TT»25 MHZ determined by u 2LC = 1 and k» 1 cm 
determined by cell geometry) for fixed 
n-4.3 10 8 cm~2 is shown on figure 2b. The points 
"C" of such curves (nc,Tc) are located ou the 
n,T2 plot of figure (4). A log.log plot would 

_1.8± 0.2 . t ., , suggest n c ~ T c , but if one forces a 
n c ~ T\ fit one finds a mean value of [4] 

T = 118 ± 10 (2) 
c 

Before commenting on this resvlt, we should 
mention some still provisional results of the 
other experiment II [5]. H«re too we detect 
Xxx(o),kî), but now for 

1 < 0J/2TT < 350 MHz, k = ui/v (3) 

situated on figure (1) by the dot-Jashed line. 
The (longitudinal) excitation is produced by the 
induction field of a slow wave transmission line 
which continues the spectrometer feed line with 
the same characteristic impedance and replaces 
the lower plate of figure (3). It is a meander 
line of half period 100JJ, width 17 mm, length 
18 mm and propagation velocity v « lO^ons'I. 

Both acoustical and optical modes have been 
detected. The limited data so far indicates that 
the optical mode appears before but starts to nar
row at a value of T definable to about 17. at 

T - 135 ± 15 (4) 
Typical experimental curves are shown in figures 
(5) and (6). 

These values are to be compared with the 
T = 131 + 7 (5) 

of Grimes and Adams [3], 
The differences in the values of V are not 

sufficiently significant to be used as an indi
cation of an intermediate phaso [5], 

Without going into a detailed comparison 
with theoretical models, we situate these experi
mental values of V by recalling that a Monté-
Carlo calculation of the free energies gives 
T-• 125 [7], whereas the Kosterl itz-Thouless model 
of dislocation mediated melting gives r* 80 [8] 
using the T = 0 elastic constants or T « 128 using 
rrnornial \ 7.vâ elastic constant [9]. 

Although it is not the real ppi.nt of this 
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Figure (1) 
w 

Dispersion curves of excitations. Electrons in 
Hquid phase : only longitudinal excitations 
(plasmons) propagate, shown by dashed line labeled 
Lfc. Electrons in solid phase : both longitudinal 
and transverse modes propagate, but binding to 
surface deformation induced by electron correla
tion leads to optical and acoustical branches for 
each polarization shown by solid lines S£ 0, StQ, 
Sla and Sta, the latter two being dotted in the 
region of progressive decoupling. S * solid, 
L= liquid, £« longitudinal, t * transverse, 
o*optical, a «= acoustical. Curves drawn for 
n » 5 10**cm~2. The point 0 gives the approximate 
coordinates for the susceptibility measurement 
of experiment I ; The dot-d «shed line the locus 
of susceptibility measurements of experiment II. 

Figure (2) 

Absorptive component of XxgO^ikx) for k«l.Icm 
deduced from the dispersion curves of 
figure (1) by including damping ; u 0 is the fre
quency of experiment I. The lower curve shows 
the observed variation of x" *t W 0/2TT « 25 MHz 
on going from liquid to solid by lowering the 
temperature. These curves may be envisaged as 
sections of the surface Xxx(u»^tkx) for fixed T 
and fixed u. 

Figure (3) 

Lrhematic diagram of the experimental arrangement 
of experiment I at fixed W/2TT - 25 MHz, k»l cm-'. 
For experiment II, P is replaced by a slow wave 
meander transmission line connected directly to 
spectrometer line (w/k » 10 8cms~l). 

Figure (A) 

Coordinates of phase transition as detected by 
experiment I on a (n,T^) plot. The slope of the 
straight line gives V - 118. 



Figure (5) 

Experimental curve from experiment II : Xv X( w»^ x) 
for k = <*>/v, v = 10 cm s~' phase detected with 
respect to modulation of holding potential' in 
zero magnetic field. L : high temperature 
("Liquid") phase just above T,,,. S : low temperature 
("Solid") phase just bel ow T m. The uppermost and 
lowermost curves are taken at voltage gain X 3 
and RF power + 5db with respect to the 2 middle 
curves. The resonance from the acoustic branch 
can be distinguished at f « 18 MHz en the lowest 
curve. Otter low (ripplon) frequency branches 
appear at lower temperature, h = depth of lower 
electrode beneath helium surface, n = areal den
sity of electrons, T m = melting' temperature 
deduced from high frequency H j* 0 behaviour 
figure (6). 

Figure (6) 

Experimental curves from experiment II : 
Xxx( u» k x) f o r k = u ^ v » v " 10 8 cm s -l 
phase detected with respect to modulation of 
the holding potentia Response in absence 
and presence of norni«u magnetic field H reveals 
the "transverse optical" mode of figure (1) 
for k « 12 cm whose frequency is reduced as 
H is increased. This frequency extrapolated to 
H = 0 gives the resonance of an electron vibra
ting in antiphase with its dimple, the shift 
due to the electronic shear modulus being too 
small to detect at such small k, h : depth of 
lower electrode beneath the helium surface, 
n = areal density of electrons, T m = melting 
temperature deduced from series of such H f0 
curves. 
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Vf -W 
Vg -AAAr-iG 

v p -^AAMP 
50 mm 

CO/2 7T=25 MHz 
30Q<T<900mK 9 

10 8 <n<10 9 cm"^ 
10<Vp-Vg<300 volts 

F = electron source 
G = electrode (grid) 
P= elect rode (plate) 
S = spectrometer 
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